
Koasati is an American Indian language of the Mmkogean family. It

is presently spoken by two groups of people, one in Louisiana, the

other in Texas. The Louisiana group, which niraibers about three to

four hundred speakers of all ages, is considered to speak the best form
of the language. The members of the Texas group, whose number is

difficult to pinpoint, speak Koasati with a greater or lesser degree of

influence from the Alabama language, which was until recently the

major language of the Alabama-Coushatta Reservation where the

Indians live. Counting Alabama Indians who are bilingual in Koasati,

either actively or passively, the number of persons who can understand

Koasati stands at about one thousand.A very small number ofspeakers

are to be found scattered in the old Choctaw Nation of Okliahoma;

however, few,if^y, use Koasati as their primary home language.

When the Southeast was invaded by the Spanish in 1540, the Koasati

were the native inhabitants of the upper Tennessee River valley in

eastern Teimessee. In the late seventeenth century they migrated to

central Alabama and joined the Creek Confederacy, in the late

eighteenth century they left the Confederacy and migrated to western

Louisiana and eastern Texas, where the language is still found today.

For a discussion of Koasati history, see Kimball (1991).

Of the other six Muskogean languages, Koasati is most closely

related to Alabama, the language that it is now beginning to eliminate

in Texas. Its next closest relatives are the now-extinct Apalachee
language and Mikasuki, spoken by the Seminole Indians of Florida.

Koasati is more distantly related to Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Creek,

with stronger lexical connections to Choctaw and Chickasaw than to

Creek, and stronger syntactic connections with Creek than to the other

two languages.
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